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A FLEXIBLE PREPROCESSOR FOR ERTS MSS DATA

EDWARD L. WALTZ
Bendix Aerospace Systems Division

Summary.   The requirements to preprocess Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS) multispectral scanner (MSS) data from its 24 channel tape format at real time rates
can be met most efficiently by a parallel processor with a flexible interface for
compatibility with a wide range of digital computers. The ability of the preprocessor and
tape unit to playback data at programmable rates (real-time and half and quarter real-time)
provides the additional ability to adjust preprocessing rate to optimize system throughput
for several image processing computer system configurations, and processing modes. The
MSS Data Interface described in this paper has been developed to meet these requirements
for ERTS processing facilities of those nations which record ERTS data in the NASA-
compatible format on 28 channel tape units. The first MDI which has been delivered to the
Brazilian government is compatible with the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11
computer and can be operated in either a single or dual processor system configuration.

Introduction.   Following the initial success of the ERTS-1 mission, many developing
countries of the international scientific community have considered the value of regional
receiving sites and image processing facilities for acquiring data from ERTS-1 and the
future spacecraft in the ERTS series. These systems require high density digital tape
(HDDT) recording of the MSS data and subsequent playback into a computer system for
radiometric/geometric correction and conversion to film, tape or display products. The
playback, demultiplexing, scan line reformatting, and radiometric correction of MSS digital
data is referred to as the preprocessing operation. The MSS data is preprocessed upon
HDDT playback and is transferred to a control computer for geometric correction and/or
output formatting of data and merging of image annotation.

The problems of preprocessing MSS data in the NASA parallel tape format, and in serial
data formats have been considered for the throughputs and system requirements of various
countries. A fully-parallel special purpose hardware preprocessor1 was developed by
Bendix in 1971 to meet the high-throughput requirements of the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center. Current studies have considered the feasibility of high rate preprocessing of
the MSS serial data stream in special purpose hardware and microprogrammed general



purpose processors. With the introduction of serial-in/serial-out high density digital tape
recorders it has become practical to record and reproduce serial baseband MSS bit rates.
With this HDDT recording approach it is feasible to perform preprocessing with a serial-
stream sequential machine operating at very high logic rates. The parallel processing
approach described in this paper requires reduced logic speeds to accomplish the
preprocessing of MSS data at real-time rates. The MDI parallel processor (Figure 1) has
been developed to meet the requirements of those ERTS image processing systems which
utilize the 28 channel NASA format as the HDDT storage medium.

Functional Description.   The basic functions performed by the MDI are as follows:

• Automatically acquire mirror sweep synchronization with the MSS data format,
obtaining scan line and word synchronization with each MSS sensor channel
independently.

• Provide synchronization status and timing interrupts to a computer system.
• Decommutate spacecraft time code and line length code for transfer to a control

computer.
• Decommutate video data from selected channels between programmable word

counts in the scan.
• Pass each video word through a lookup table transfer function and assemble word-

pairs of consecutive transformed picture elements.
• Generate unique buffer memory addresses for each word-pair and asynchronously

load the video data into a buffer memory to effectively deskew and reformat the
scan lines.

• Automatically detect the occurrence of the MSS calibration wedge and sample the
wedge data from each channel for subsequent transfer to a computer.

In addition to these basic functions, a self-test capability and computer-programmable
command interface is required to provide efficient, reliable operation in a production
environment.

Figure 2 shows the implementation of the MDI in two image processing system
configurations. The dual-processor configuration employed in the Brazilian ERTS system
allocates control and data handling functions to individual central processing units to
maximize a sustained playback throughput. This configuration can attain preprocessing of
a single spectral band at real-time playback rates, or four-band preprocessing at one-fourth
real time rate. The single processor configuration is applied to those systems employing a
disc-based processing approach for all-digital image processing. In this configuration, the
MDI loads data into the core buffer for subsequent transfer to disc where entire
multispectral scenes are assembled. Although the playback and preprocessing of data in
this configuration may be at lower effective input rates, the subsequent output operations



make efficient use of the computer system and permit digital geometric correction of the
assembled scene available on disc.

The bus-oriented architecture of the parallel MDI design is shown in Figure 3. The 24
input channels are processed by individual logic modules which interface to bidirectional
data/address buses. This input modularity permits expansion of the number of input
channels while reducing the complexity of hardware to multiplex the channels to a single
DMA interface with the computer. A programmable group synchronizer controls the
search phase of synchronization for the 24 input sync word correlators and provides
flywheel timing to permit the MDI to maintain timing with the MSS mirror rate through
long dropouts. Four playback rates may be programmed into the group synchronizer from
the computer interface. Each input logic module includes: (1) sync word correlator and
control, (2) calibration wedge detector and sampler, (3) memory load request logic, and (4)
lookup table with output holding register (TK). The input modules also decommutate time
and scan line length binary codes. These values are stored for transfer to the computer
after decoding of the time code and majority voting on four line length codes are
performed.

The memory address programmer controls the transfer of data on the data (D) and memory
(M) buses to asynchronously transfer data from the T registers to memory at the location
provided by the memory address (MK) registers. Prior to acquisition of each MSS start of
scan, the computer loads the 24 M-registers with 24 unique buffer starting addresses to
designate the sectors for loading each scan line. As each channel acquires line sync and
reaches the selected point in the scan to begin loading video data, the following sequence
is initiated: (1) input word pairs are accumulated and transferred to an intermediate
register, (2) each word is sequentially used to address a corresponding output value in the
lookup table, with this transformed value being transferred to the TK register, (3) once the
TK register is loaded, a data ready flag is issued to the memory address programmer. The
programmer responds to the 24 asynchronous load request by sequentially enabling each
(TK, MK) register pair onto the D and M buses and requesting a DMA cycle to transfer the
data to computer memory. Upon completion of each word transfer, the contents of the MK

register are incremented by a programmable value to provide the address for the transfer of
the next (TK, MK) pair. This addressing flexibility permits the computer to assemble the
scan line data in a spectrally interleaved format (for tape output products) or a scan line
serialized format (for film output products).

The 24 input modules individually detect the calibration wedge and transfer six words
sampled from the wedge (per channel) to a semiconductor scratchpad memory. The
loading of this memory is performed in the normal video sequence, with the memory
address programmer controlling the asynchronous load operation. Once the memory 



contains the 144 cal samples, the contents may be read onto the D bus for a normal block
transfer to the computer.

Processing Timeline.   Figure 4 is a timeline of the events in processing a mirror sweep
(one major frame) of MSS data. The analog representation and real-time rate of a single
scan line is shown at the top the figure. The MDI accepts the 24 scan lines (representing
four spectral bands of six spatially adjacent detectors per band) in parallel. Each video
scan is preceded by a preamble of alternating 1’s and 0’s and a single six-bit line start
synchronizer code. The two words immediately following the line start sync (LNST)
contain spacecraft time code, and a three-word line length code (LLC) is provided at the
end of video data to relate the number of picture elements sampled across the scan. The
calibration wedge is available on alternate major frames and is characterized by a sharp
black-to-white rising edge followed by the descending grey scale wedge. A sweep clock
priority interrupt is issued at the acquisition of each start of scan, notifying the computer of
the availability of time code and sync status. The line length code interrupt indicates that
the LLC register is updated and provides end-of-scan timing. On alternate mirror sweeps a
cal ready interrupt is issued to indicate the availability of updated calibration samples. The
figure details the DMA activity which is conducted throughout the timeline using the
mnemonics for the four primary DMA operations:

• MAP - Memory address programming is the asynchronous transfer of the (TK, MK)
registers onto the DMA channel to transfer packed data to buffer memory.

• MARLO - Memory address register load sequence enables the computer to block
transfer 24 initial addresses to the M registers prior to each MAP operation.

• RAMLO - Random access memory load is a block transfer to move data from
computer memory into the MDI lookup tables. The computer may randomly access
any word location in any lookup table in this mode.

• CDX - Calibration data transfer is the block transfer of the contents of the
semiconductor scratch pad memory to computer memory.

Computer Interface Operations.   Interface between the MDI and the computer system
is provided by a single direct memory access (DMA) channel and eight input/output
registers. The DMA is utilized as a high speed interface to transfer data into and out of the
MDL The four basic DMA operations (MAP, MARLO, RAMLO and CDX) are initiated
under software control when the DMA is initialized. The DMA interface logic consists of
an instruction register (I) which holds the operation code provided by software, a
preparation generator which initiates transfers, and an interface controller which generates
cycle requests and controls bus transfers in all but the MAP operations. The software
initiates each DMA operation by setting the appropriate op code in the I register and
(optionally) loading a word count in the DMA logic. The software then commands the
DMA to go and the MDI responds by decoding I and setting any appropriate transfer



mode bits in the DMA logic (e. g. , cycle-steal or burst transfer, input or output operation,
byte or word addressing, etc.). The MARLO, RAMLO and CDX block transfers are then
immediately executed with the MDI contributing less than 250 nsec overhead on each
word transferred. The MAP operation is initiated up to I millisecond prior to start of scan,
but execution of DMA requests do not occur until video data is acquired. All operations
may be terminated automatically by the computer DMA hardware (upon decrementing a
word counter to zero) or by an optional programmable timer. MAP is unique in that the
MDI provides the write address for the DMA to permit random (rather than block-
sequential) access to the computer memory. This requires a DMA hardware addition
which is easily accommodated by most interfaces and permits scan line
buffering/deskewing in the computer memory. The MAP address programming equation
which is implemented by each MK register is:

An = Ao  + nC

where, An = current location to which word n is to be stored.
Ao = initial address provided by MARLO.
n = number of address programming cycles.
C = address increment value.

Data may be spectrally interleaved by defining six buffers in core with Ao for the buffer of
each band being offset by one location and C = 4. Buffet offsets may also be adjusted to
remove the spectral band misregistration due to the MSS sensor sampling sequence.

The MDI accepts commands from the control computer via four 16bit registers, transmits
status via four 16-bit registers and provides timing information to the computer by the
three priority interrupts. The commands provided by the computer include: (1) playback
speed select for synchronizer programming, (2) spectral band select (any combination may
be selected to efficiently utilize DMA and system capacity), (3) lookup table select or
bypass, (4) input data source (FR1928 or Test Pattern Generator), (5) start and stop load
points referenced to start of scan, (6) calibration detector threshold value, and (7) memory
address increment value. The four status registers are updated each MSS mirror sweep at
times which are synchronous with the priority interrupts. These status registers contain the
following information: (1) spacecraft time code data (24 bits), (2) MSS line length code
(16 bits), (3) individual track synchronization status (24 bits), (4) group synchronization
status (3 bits: full sync loss, partial sync loss, time base error detect), (5) calibration wedge
detection state (1 bit).

Radiometric Calibration Loop.   The MDI calibration detection/storage logic and lookup
tables form the source and destination for an operational loop which radiometrically
corrects the MSS data. This calibration is performed to: (1) calibrate the six spatial sensors



(per spectral band) with respect to an onboard standard radiometric source to remove
striping effects (relative calibration), (2) reference the gain of all detectors to the sun
(absolute calibration), and (3) perform the inverse function of a nonlinear compression
amplifier on the scanner. The MSS provides the calibration gray scale (wedge) on alternate
retrace intervals by sweeping a continuously variable (neutral density) optical filter
between the sensors and a calibration light source.

The strategy for digital detection of the black-to-white rising edge of the cal wedge is
based upon the following considerations: (1) the wedge occurs on alternate scans with
calibration black level between words 3960 ± 200 and preamble on non-cal scans; (2)
calibration black level is the MSS sensor average noise with zero exposure and has a very
low probability of containing noise spikes greater than 50% full scale and of duration
greater than one sample; (3) the rising edge occurs between word counts 4095 and 4515,
referenced to LNST, and (4) the rising edge ascends from black level to a plateau which is
greater than 50% full scale within 4 to 30 samples. The state diagram in Figure 5 describes
the operation of the cal detection logic employed. This detection strategy enables search
for the rising edge to occur within a preset window defined by two word counts from
LNST (see constraint 3 above.) The rising edge is detected when the first n consecutive
words of value greater than the 50% threshold (the threshold value is programmable) are
found within the window (n= 1, 2, or 3. ) Once the rising edge is detected, six samples are
demultiplexed from the wedge at gray levels defined by word count from the edge. At the
end of the cal wedge the samples are transferred to a core buffer area by the CDX
operation. Figure 6 shows the software computations (MRAD routine) which generate the
lookup tables for correction of the video data.

A linear regression is performed on the six samples of each detector, and an offset (") and
gain ($) are derived. These corrections are smoothed and a lookup table is generated for
each detector with the inverse of the non-linear compression function being applied to the
data from those detectors which were compressed onboard the spacecraft. Once these
tables are completed for the spectral bands being processed by the MDI, the table values
are block transferred to the semiconductor memory lookup tables in the MDI by the
RAMLO operation. This transfer occurs during the MSS mirror backscan while the lookup
tables are available for access.

Self Test and Sensor Performance Capabilities   The MDI includes a status panel and
test pattern generator which permit self test of the FR1928 playback and MDI
preprocessing functions, off line screening of MSS tapes for performance evaluation, and
inputting of synthetic imagery to the computer for system calibration.

The status panel includes displays of scanner performance parameters (scan line length and
spacecraft time code), synchronization status, MDI mode and local command switches,



and maintenance information. The spacecraft time code is demultiplexed from the MSS
format and is displayed to permit off line screening and correlation of synchronization
events with spacecraft time. A synchronization lock indicator is provided for each MSS
sensor channel (i. e. each tape recorder track) as well as full sync loss (all 24 channels out-
of-lock), partial sync loss (any one or more channels out-of-lock) and time base error
indicators. The MSS line length code (LLC), representing the number of data words in the
185 Km scan, is demultiplexed and a line length value is computed in the MDI hardware
and is displayed in decimal. The line length value (LLV) represents the number of picture
element samples per channel per scan, and is related to LLC by the equation:

Operating mode switch/indicators display the computer commanded mode or may be used
by the operator to select mode when the MDI is placed in the LOCAL command mode.
The primary components of the MDI mode which may be selected are: (1) tape playback
speed: 15 ips, 30 ips, 60 ips, (2) spectral band selection, and (3) input data source
selection (FR1928 or MSS Test Pattern Generator). The maintenance section of the
display panel is partitioned into three switch groups. The first group permits display of the
contents of any of the ten 16-bit command-status-DMA registers. In addition, the operator
may load the contents of the command registers from the front panel for diagnostic
purposes. Two additional internal maintenance registers may be displayed for diagnosis of
the state and operation of internal hardware. The second switch group provides operator
control of a hardware memory exerciser which can automatically perform read/write tests
on any one of the 24 semiconductor lookup table memories. A thumbwheel switch selects
the desired lookup table and an alternate read/write or continuous read may be performed
with stop-on-error or error bypass options. In the stop-on-error mode, the exerciser
displays the error condition and the lookup table address. The data pattern which is loaded
at each address may be selected: location address, complement of address, or fixed binary
code 0-63. The third switch group controls a built-in bit error rate test for the input tape
recorder. A tape channel is selected on the thumbwheel switch and a test tape containing a
512 bit maximal length pseudo-random code is played back for reference. The bit error
rate logic performs the standard automatic lock and compare operations, displaying
accumulated decimal errors on the three-digit display.

The additional capability of displaying the analog scan (i.e. A-scope display) of any
selected sensor channel is provided to permit evaluation of sensor performance, noise
magnitude, and tape playback bit slip errors. The status panel channel select thumbwheel
switch enables the operator to rapidly scan the MSS channels for video or calibration
wedge anomalies in off line playback, or while the MDI is operating with the computer
system.

LLV = LLC 25-2 



The test pattern generator is a fixed-format generator which outputs the 24 channel MSS
format with selectable video and calibration patterns. The LNST and preamble codes are
provided and LNST for each sensor may be disabled to verify MDI sync loss detection.
The basic test patterns provided by the TPG are: (1) horizontal and vertical black/white
bars of variable width for vertical and horizontal image modulation transfer function
measurements, respectively, (2) horizontal and vertical gray scale patterns for radiometric
measurements and step response analysis of film recorders, (3) uniform gray fields for
radiometric calibration, and (4) a uniform grid of black lines on a white background for
distortion measurement of geometric corrections. The scan line length is variable, with end
of line code being inserted and LLC adjusted to permit evaluation of the application of
scan line length corrections. BCD time code is accepted from a commercial time code
generator (slaved to an external clock to simulate variable playback rates) and is
multiplexed into the format. The TPG is required for offline diagnosis of the MDI and
permits generation of test HDDT Is for system performance evaluation.

Software Support Diagnostics   A complete package of support softwate has been
developed in PDP-11 assembly language to exercise the MDI/computer interfaces. A
command/status routine permits generation of individual MDI commands via teletype. In
addition, status registers are read and dumped on teletype or line printer in organized
format (time code, line length code, sync status for each sweep. ) This dump routine is also
useful in detailed tape screening operations and performance evaluation. A direct memory
access interface diagnostic permits each DMA operation to be individually exercised or all
operations to be performed in normal timeline sequence with the MDI synchronized to the
TPG. The routine can cycle on any individual operation (e.g. continuous PLAMLO
sequences loading the lookup tables) to permit validation of MDI logic functions with
oscilloscope or digital test equipment.

Conclusion   This paper has presented one flexible approach to preprocessing ERTS MSS
data from the NASA parallel HDDT format. The design is based upon experience gained
with the operational processing of ERTS data at the Goddard Space Flight Center, and
extends this technology to the lower throughput requirements of the international scientific
community. The flexible computer interface of the MDI and the programmable
synchronization and memory addressing features permit users to adapt the preprocessor to
their unique system requirements and configurations. The modular and programmable
characteristics of this design exhibit the trend from special purpose processors to more
flexible processors which efficiently use the computational power of the system computer.



Fig. 1  MSS Interface and FR1928 Tape Unit

Fig. 2  Image Processing System Configurations.
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Fig. 3  MDI Functional Block Diagram

Fig. 4  MSS Data Format and Processing Timeline
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Fig. 5  Calibration Detector State Diagram.

Fig. 6  Radiometric Calibration Loop.
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